COLLECTION SERVICES - Easypay Annexure
Scope
EasyPay is a multi-option payment system where corporate customer payment can be collected by giving
customers one or many payment options through web under a single platform. Under Easy Pay various
payment channels (Debit, Credit, Net Banking, Cheque, DD, PO, UPI, etc.) will be offered.
Axis Bank shall provide to the Client over-the-counter & online collection services for utility bills, insurance
premium, EMIs, fees, sale of prospectus, dealer collections, etc.; including, real-time validation, instant
reports and transaction updates, along with multi-modal solutions across online and offline collection
modes.
Over the counter collection services would be through Axis Bank Branches providing collection of cash &
cheques/DDs. Online collection services would include collection through net banking, credit card and
debit card.
Consolidated MIS can be sent via H2H or to designated email IDs.
A.

Collection of Cash/Transfer Cheques:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

Client shall provide access to the database to Axis Bank through secured mode. This link will be
accessible to the branches through EasyPay for the purpose of validation before accepting cash/
ches.
An internal pooling account will be opened for the Client, which will be inoperative and funds will
be credited to the Client on realization of cheques on the next working day. All the designated
branches and extension counters of Axis Bank will be designated as collection centres.
Customer(s) will arrive at the branch counter with their cash (not in excess of Rs. 49,999/-)/
transfer cheque along with pre-printed pay-inprinted.
Axis Bank official will login into the system accessed through the URL http://easypay.axisb.com
and go to new collection menu option. The user has to select the company name and the type of
customer. Subsequently the transaction unique number has to be selected. In case of integration
onse, the total amount due
including the extra charges if any and last date of payment is flashed on the screen. In case no
amount is due against a unique ID/ or the unique number is wrong/last date of payment of the

Axis Bank officer will match the amount of cash or transfer cheque value with the amount due
along with the name of the customer th
mentioned on the pay in slip.
In case the payment is made through a Axis Bank transfer cheque, the branch official will not
with that
mentioned on the cheque or if a discrepant cheque is presented.
Axis Bank official will accept payment exactly matching with the Net Collectible amount provided
by the Client in the monthly database. This logic may change as per mutual agreement of both the

viii.

ix.

x.
xi.

B.

parties. Once the payment is received the relevant details is to be captured by the user and the
transaction will be submitted. The proceeds will be credited into a mirror account opened for the
Client by Axis Bank and only clear funds will be transferred to an account as specified by the Client
along with matching MIS.
If and only if the core banking transaction is successful, an acknowledgement will be viewed on
screen and an acknowledgment number will be generated which will have the nomenclature of
Branch Code/DDMMYY/Receipt No.
Two copies of the acknowledgement is to be printed. One copy is to be handed over across the
-inslip. The second copy of the
be retained at the branch as office voucher.
At the end of the day, another user will authorise the transactions entered in the EasyPay during
the day and generate a scroll for the collections through the report menu option.
The day end report will be available to the Hub/Controlling branch which will provide the sum
total of collections through cash and transfer cheques with the Acknowledgement number
te and time of receipt. This report will be emailed to the
Client on the next working day.

Collection of Clearing Instruments

In addition to points mentioned under aforementioned Clause A above the following will be the additional
process:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

v.
vi.

vii.

Only Local a
are drawn on any Bank other than Axis Bank.
The credit to the Client will be given only upon the realization of the cheque.
If the payment is made through local clearing instrument then the acknowledgement slip will be
cheque.
On receipt of the fate of the instruments from the clearing house the branch will first mark returns
in Finacle and regularize the zone. On regularization, the returns marked in Finacle will be updated
in Easy Pay through a reversal module, without any manual intervention. The software will also
mark the remaining cheques as realized in the Easy Pay software.
Easy Pay module on receipt of return trigger from Finacle will update the status of the instruments
in a report-registering dishonor of cheques along with reason.
At the end of the day EasyPay will generate report with the details of returned instruments in the
form of a forwarding schedule addressed to the controlling hub of the bank. This info will be saved
in the software as day wise downloads which the controlling Hub can download centrally and send
to the Client as a report for returns.
Branch will also capture despatch no and date with POD details in the Easy pay software for return
instruments sent to the Client. The above process still cannot rule out cases of instruments lost in
transit for which the bank will not be responsible for non-receipt or postal delays. Hence if the
returned are not received after 15 days from the date of despatch from the branch, the cheques

viii.

C.

At locations where Service Branche
clearing and mark the returns in Finacle. On the next day the collecting branch will receive the
returns from service branch and capture the returned instrument number in Easy Pay software to
generate the return memo.
Collection through Online Mode (Easypay Online)
Debit/Credit Card transactions:

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Axis Bank shall enable the merchant to receive payments made to it by a Cardholder through a
Valid Credit/Debit Card and Axis Bank hereby reserves the right to appoint a third party to enable
receipt of such payments, on such terms and conditions as it may deem fit.
Use of the Facility: In using the Facility, the Merchant agrees: i) To use information regarding a
Cardholder (including name, address, e-mail address, telephone numbers, and data regarding bank
accounts or financial instruments) conveyed to Merchant by consumer software designed to access
the Facility only for the purpose of completing the Transactions for which it was furnished, and not
to sell or otherwise furnish such information to others unless the Merchant has an independent
source of such information or obtains the express consent of such Cardholder. ii) To use the
Software in accordance with the terms on which the Software has been provided to the Merchant
and not to attempt to modify, translate, disassemble, decompile or reverse engineer the Software,
or use it for any purpose other than for the utilisation of the Facility.
Cardholder Support: The Merchant shall provide a commercially reasonable level of cardholder
support to the Cardholders with respect to sales using the Facility. Such support shall include
appropriate notice to the Cardholders of: (i) a means of contacting Merchant in the event the
Cardholder has questions regarding the nature or quality of the goods or services that Merchant
offers for sale and (ii) procedures for resolving disputes. If the Bank determines in good faith that
the Merchant's failure to comply with this paragraph is causing an unacceptable burden on its
cardholder support facilities, the Bank may suspend or terminate this Agreement.
Authorisations: i) The Merchant shall not accept any Order for which payment is to be made
through a Valid Credit/Debit Card unless the Transaction is authorised by the Payment Gateway.
ii) Axis Bank reserves the right to discontinue the service on these grounds and recover such
amounts from the merchant in case it is exposed to losses due to chargebacks or disputes, be such
losses to Axis Bank direct, indirect or consequential.
Transaction Handling i) The merchant in handling transaction(s) via payment gateways must
ensure that the submission of data from the Cards must be in the manner specified by the Bank
(this may vary from time to time but the Bank will give prior notice of variation to the Merchant)
ii) Deliver to the Cardholder a bill including mentioned of charges covered in the payment received
from the cardholder through the payment gateway
Payment to the Merchant i) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Axis Bank shall normally pay
to the Merchant within two to seven business days, following the day on which the transactions
took place, the transaction amount less the discount for all the card transactions processed and
accepted by Axis Bank for all Products / Services sold through the online mode. ii) Net payments to
the Merchant shall be made by Axis Bank to the account of the Merchant with Axis Bank (the
"Merchant's Account") iii) Axis Bank shall be entitled to set off and deduct from any payment due
to the merchant: a)The amount of any refund due to any cardholder in accordance with the refund

vii.

procedure b) Any overpayment made by the Bank due to computational/ system errors or
otherwise; and d) in doing so the Bank may- 1). Debit the merchant's account forthwith; and/or
2). Deduct the outstanding amount from subsequent credits to the Merchant's account; and/ or
3). If there is no account with the Bank, or insufficient funds available therein, claim from the
merchant the amount credited to the account in respect of the relative transaction/s. iv) If the Bank
suspects, on reasonable ground and in its sole and exclusive opinion, that the merchant has been
negligent, or has committed a breach of this agreement or act/s of dishonesty or fraud against the
Bank or any Cardholder, the Bank shall be entitled to suspend all payments under this agreement
to the merchant pending enquiries by the Bank and resolution of the same to the Bank's
satisfaction. Upon satisfaction, even when the Bank subsequently decides to pay the Merchant,
the Merchant shall neither claim nor be entitled to any interest payment or other form of additional
compensation. v) Rejection of Payment: Notwithstanding anything stated elsewhere in this
agreement or the annexed schedule/s, the Bank may reject payment where: i) The authorisation
process cannot be completed/fails in relation to a Transaction. vi) Consequences upon rejection of
payment: Where the Bank is entitled to reject payments it may: i) deduct the relevant amount from
the Transaction Amount and/or payments to be made in respect of subsequent Transaction
amounts until the Bank has been refunded in full; ii) demand payment of the relevant amount
from the Merchant.
Merchant Discount Rate (MDR) In consideration of the services provided by the Bank, the
Merchant agrees to pay to the Bank the Merchant Discount Rate and further charges as intimated
from time to time. All applicable tax including service tax, consumption tax or value added tax
whether currently in force or introduced after the date of this Agreement and any other taxes,
duties, fees and charges arising out of the performance of this Agreement shall be borne by the
Merchant.
D. Electronic Funds Transfer

i.

ii.

To avail this Facility, the Client should have an Account with Axis Bank. Under this option, Axis Bank
shall make the disbursements to the beneficiaries on the instructions received from the Client by
way of electronic funds transfer from Account of the Client to accounts of beneficiaries maintained
such as (i) Axis Bank net Banking, (ii) National Electronic Fund
Transfer (NEFT); (iii) Real Time Gross Settlement System (RTGS) (iv) Rupay Cards (v) Other bank net
banking or any other electronic mode of payment as permitted by RBI. Fund transfer shall be made
by Axis Bank to the Beneficiary only if the Beneficiary is an account holder of Axis Bank.
The Client agrees that in the event the Client raises a request for disbursement to non-resident
rupee account(s) of the Beneficiaries through any of the modes of electronic fund transfer specified
non-resident rupee account and further, shall provide/ execute all such documents and do all such
acts, deeds and things as may be required by Axis Bank for processing such request. The Client
the nature of a non-resident rupee account and the Client shall, without delay or demur, indemnify
Axis Bank and its agents and keep Axis Bank and its agents indemnified harmless at all times from
and against any and all actions, claims, suits, proceedings, demands, damages, losses, costs, and

iii.
iv.

v.

expenses (including attorney's fees) which Axis Bank may suffer or incur, directly or indirectly,
arising from or in connection with processing such a request.
In case of NECS, ECS, NEFT and RTGS, Axis Bank shall make the disbursements to the beneficiaries
accounts maintained with branches of other banks enabled for such services.
For electronic fund transfer the details of the beneficiaries shall be in such format as may be
prescribed by Axis Bank and shall include all information mandated by RBI from time to time,
including but not limited to name of the beneficiary, amount ,account number of beneficiary, MICR
code etc. These details of the beneficiaries as may be provided by the Client to Axis Bank shall be
considered as valid and Axis Bank shall not be held responsible for any error, inaccuracy or mistake
in the event of the disbursements being made as per the details provided by the Client.
The Client agrees that electronic fund transfer to the accounts of the beneficiary shall become
ansfer have been executed by Axis Bank.

E. UPI

Bank
vice provided by NPCI under its guidelines
Axis Bank agrees to provide the UPI Facility to the Merchant to enable it to receive payments made to
it by a Customer through an Account, in respect of the Products & Services availed by them through
/Easypay as per terms mentioned herein
and Axis Bank hereby reserves its right to discontinue the same, at its sole discretion.
Definitions
Following words, when used herein either in singular or in plural forms, will carry corresponding
meaning defined against them in these Terms, unless the context otherwise requires:
"Account(s)" refers to the operative current bank account(s) held and maintained with Axis Bank by
the Merchant, to be used for availing of the UPI Facility.
"Accountholder" refers to the Merchant having Account(s) with Axis Bank.
"Authorizing Bank" in respect of a Customer, means the bank with whom the Customer holds his/her
Account from which Customer makes the payment in respect of the Products & Services purchased
from Merchant
"Customer" shall mean an user placing any order for purchasing the Products & Services offered by
the Merchant and intends to use his/her account either with Axis Bank or with any other bank
participating in UPI network for making the payment using the UPI.
"Guidelines" shall mean the UPI Guidelines and / or such other guidelines / circulars / regulations
issued by RBI or such other statutory / regulatory authority from time to time in respect of
participating in UPI network for making the payment using the UPI.
"Merchant" refers to the merchant who provides goods and services in exchange of payment by the
Customer through UPI.

means the switch and related equipment and software owned by NPCI to provide
the UPI based fund transfer and funds collection facility including the National Financial Switch;
"Payment Order" means an unconditional instruction issued by the Customer in writing or transmitted
electronically to AXIS Bank to effect a fund transfer for a certain sum of money expressed in Indian
rupees, to the designated account of a designated beneficiary by debiting Account(s) of the Customer.
payment (credit/debit) services to Customers.
"Settlement Amount" shall mean the transaction amount less the agreed Bank Charges (referred to as
MDR) and any other related charges/ fees payable by the Merchant to Axis Bank.
"Transaction" means every order that has been placed by a Customer with the Merchant for the
Product(s) & Services and supplied by the Merchant.
"Transaction amount" shall mean the amount payable by the Customer in respect of the Product and
/ or Service purchased from the Merchant
Words or expressions used in this form, but not specifically defined herein shall have the respective
meanings assigned to them by NPCI under its guidelines.
Applicability of Terms
Merchant desirous of availing the UPI Facility shall by way of a one-time registration, in such form,
manner and substance as AXIS Bank may prescribe, apply for UPI Facility and AXIS Bank shall be
entitled, at its sole discretion, to accept or reject such applications. The Merchant shall be provided a
Virtual payment address or QR code on which the Merchant can receive funds via UPI. The Merchant
accepts these Terms, which shall govern the provision of the UPI Facility by AXIS Bank. The Terms shall
be in addition to and not in derogation of the Regulatory Guidelines issued from time to time by RBI
or NPCI or any other authority or regulatory body.
So long as the Merchant avails the UPI Facility, it is required and deemed that the Merchant has read
and understood the applicable Guidelines and agrees that the rights and obligations provided therein
and in these Terms in so far as it relates to the Merchant shall be binding on the Merchant with regard
to every Payment Order/Instruction issued by the Customer in his/its favour through the NPCI UPI
System. Notwithstanding anything contained herein, all terms and conditions stipulated by AXIS Bank
in connection with the Accounts shall continue to apply.
Scope of the UPI Facility
As UPI member bank, Axis Bank, under UPI Facility, offers an instant, 24X7 fund collection service
under interbank electronic fund transfer from / through the UPI member banks to the Merchant
through NPCI. Any Customer can make payment to Merchant under Easypay using Axis Mobile or Axis
Pay PSP or an
UPI Facility shall be subject to the following terms and conditions a. Merchant will be able to avail UPI Facility under Easypay only in respect of Customer having an
operative account with any bank in India authorized by RBI to provide Immediate Payment Service
(IMPS), Unified Payment Interface (UPI), including the fund transfer services.
b. Merchant agrees that Axis Bank will be providing the UPI Facility viz ; the Easypay payment
Platform, as the connectivity to UPI System as extended to Axis Bank by NPCI with all secure
credentials associated with it that are required to process any transaction requirement of UPI
System by NPCI at their Libraries and therefore Axis Bank shall not be responsible in any manner
whatsoever, for any such transactions which Merchant wants to allow its Customers to process
through Easypay Payment Platform,

c. Merchant agrees with Axis Bank that it will follow necessary process as per the UPI Payment
Platform arrangement agreed between NPCI and Axis Bank from time to time and also change(s)
in process as defined by NPCI from time to time and agreed between Axis Bank and NPCI and
Merchant will not dispute the same.
d. Merchant shall at all times comply with applicable laws, rules and regulations insofar as relevant
to its use of the UPI Facility. Merchant will at all times comply with the all the procedural & internal
guidelines set for Merchants by the Bank and / or by NPCI, for availing the said UPI Facility from
time to time. If the utilization of the UPI Facility by the Merchant results in or may result in
additional liability being placed on the Bank under stipulated guidelines, such utilization shall be
deemed to be a violation of these Terms.
Rights and obligations of AXIS Bank
(i) AXIS Bank shall execute a Payment Order/instruction issued and duly authorised by the Customer
as per NPCI operational and procedural guidelines, as amended from time to time, and credit the
elieve that the Payment
Order/instruction is issued to carry out an unlawful transaction or the Payment Order/instruction
cannot be executed under the NPCI UPI System.
(ii) AXIS Bank shall, after execution of every Payment Order/instruction as per NPCI guidelines by the
charges payable thereon or raise monthly invoices with applicable taxes.
(iii) AXIS Bank for providing the UPI Facility to the Merchant shall follow the process prescribed by
NPCI from time to time in this regard including but not limited to process for settling of timed out
transactions within the time limit prescribed by NPCI.
(iv) Axis Bank shall make its reasonable best efforts to maintain the UPI Facility in operation 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.
(v) Axis Bank shall have no liability for any failure or delay in performing its obligations under the UPI
Facility and shall not be liable for any deficient or bad services in any manner whatsoever and for any
loss, damages (including but not limited to direct, indirect or consequential, occurred to Merchant),
expenses, litigation, etc. whatsoever that Merchant may suffer and the risks in this regard is entirely
on the Merchant, if such failure or delay omissions; or (B) results from actions taken by Axis Bank in a reasonable good faith ; or (C) is caused
by circumstances beyond Axis Bank's control, including but not limited to legal restraints, vandalism,
hacking, theft, phone service disruptions, Internet disruptions, technical failures, network failure, loss
of data, not being in the required geographical range or extreme or severe weather conditions or any
other causes in the nature of "Acts of God" or force majeure, (D) Is in respect of UPI System, as the
connectivity to UPI System (including the secure mechanism or interface) will be extended by NPCI
through UPI System to Axis Bank and secured credentials or sensitive information
MPIN, Account details, debit card number, expiry date, OTP, etc. in encrypted manner is only extended
to Axis Bank and any/all secure credentials that are required to process the transaction shall be
provided by the Customer which will be captured and encrypted as per the construct and requirement
of UPI as settled and controlled by NPCI.
Also Axis Bank is herein absolved of any kind of liability arising due to a loss; direct or indirect incurred
by the Merchant or any other person due to any lapse in the UPI Facility owing to the abovementioned reasons.
(vi) Axis Bank shall have an undisputed right to either modify or withdraw UPI Facility, at any point of
time with or without notice, as per the applicable laws, rules and regulations (as amended from time
to time) and the same shall be binding upon the Merchant.

If for any reason the UPI Facility or any component of the UPI Facility becomes, or, in Axis Bank's
opinion, is likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement, Axis Bank reserves the right to, at
its option and expense, either (i) to revoke the right of the Merchant to continue using the UPI Facility
as permitted under these Terms; or (ii) to replace or modify the UPI Facility or the infringing
component of the UPI Facility, so that it becomes non-infringing. If, after using commercially
reasonable efforts, Axis Bank is unable to cure the infringement, either Axis Bank or the Merchant may
terminate the UPI Facility on written notice to the other Party.
Rights and obligations of Merchant
In using the UPI Facility, the Merchant agrees:
i) Not to use the UPI Facility in any manner, or in furtherance of any activity (other than the Business
for which the UPI Facility is being offered by Axis Bank), which constitutes a violation of any law or
regulation or which may result in fraud on any person or which may cause the Bank to be subject
to investigation, prosecution or legal action.
ii) For the purpose of availing the UPI Facility, the Merchant agrees that Merchant shall take all
necessary precautions to prevent unauthorized and illegal use of
Portal/website/Mobile Application/ Easypay offered through the UPI Facility and shall keep Axis
Bank indemnified, harmless and absolved from any liability in this regard including from any loss,
cost, penalty, charges, including legal fees/charge, etc.; which may cause to Axis Bank due to
respect of any transaction done on online portal/website/Physical Store point of sales and products
and services offered by the Merchant.
iii) Customer Support: The Merchant shall alone be responsible to provide a commercially reasonable
level of Customer support to the Customers with respect to sales of its goods and services using
the UPI Facility.
Iv) Th
facilities etc. for the provision of the Services.
v)
bank account, etc.) for any purpose other than completing the transaction for which it was
furnished nor disclose such information to a third party.
vi) The Merchant shall be solely liable for the payment of all central, state and local levies, taxes,
duties, fines and penalties (including without limitation goods and service tax, sales taxes, value
added taxes, excise duties and customs duties, if any), by whatever name called, as may become
due and payable in relation to the transactions/products/Services in accordance with the
applicable laws and regulations.
Consideration
The schedule of charges for availing UPI Facility from Axis Bank shall be paid by Merchant to Axis Bank
in accordance with the rates intimated by Axis Bank. Axis Bank reserves its rights to change the
schedule of charges from time to time with mutual consent of the Merchant and shall intimate the
Merchant about change in schedule of charges and any such intimation sent on registered addressed
of the Merchant and/or registered e-mail address or published on its website www.axisbank.com shall
be sufficient notice to Merchant intimating revision in charges.
Payment to the Merchant
AXIS Bank shall normally pay to the Merchant on T + 1 the funds received from the Customer as per
UPI mechanism (as per NPCI guidelines) after deducting AXIS Bank charges plus applicable taxes.
Payment by AXIS Bank shall be made without prejudice to any claims or rights that AXIS Bank may
have against the merchant and shall not constitute any admission by AXIS Bank as to the performance
by the merchant of its obligations and the amount payable to the merchant.

AXIS Bank shall be entitled to set off and deduct from any payment due to the merchant or Debit
Merchant account:
a. The amount of any refund due to any Customer in accordance with the refund procedure set out
under Presentment of Transactions and Refunds, and
b. Any overpayment made by the Bank due to computational/ system errors or otherwise; and
c. Any other sums due from or payable by the merchant to the Bank herein; and
In doing so the Bank mayi. Debit the Merchant's account forthwith; and/or
ii. Deduct the outstanding amount from subsequent credits to the Merchant's account; and/ or
iii. If there is no account with the Bank, or insufficient funds available therein, claim from the merchant
the amount credited to the account in respect of the relative transaction/s.
If AXIS Bank suspects, on reasonable ground and in its sole and exclusive opinion, that the merchant
has been negligent, or has committed a breach of this agreement or act/s of dishonesty or fraud
against AXIS Bank or any Customer, AXIS Bank, at its sole discretion, shall be entitled to suspend all
payments including payment of a particular transaction under this facility to the merchant pending
enquiries by AXIS Bank and resolution of the same to AXIS Bank's satisfaction and the Merchant hereby
agrees to the aforesaid act on the part of AXIS Bank and agrees not to raise any dispute with/against
AXIS Bank. Upon satisfaction, even when AXIS Bank subsequently decides to pay the Merchant, the
Merchant shall neither claim nor be entitled to any interest payment or other form of additional
compensation.
Rejection / Reversal of Payment: Notwithstanding anything stated elsewhere in this document, the
Bank may reject payment / reverse
Account in respect of Orders to the Merchant where:
i) Any Order which the Customer refuses to pay because the Product / Service was not as promised or
was defective or was not delivered;
iii) Dispute raised by Customer and/or Authorizing Bank for any reason whatsoever;
The Merchant and agrees not to raise any dispute with Bank and/or raise any false allegations on the
Bank in this regard.
Presentment of Transactions and Refunds
If in respect of any transaction any goods/ services are not received as described, by the Customer or
are lawfully rejected or accepted for or services are not performed or partly performed or cancelled
or price is lawfully disputed by the Customer or price adjustment is allowed, the Merchant to initiate
a refund of all such transactions.
The Merchant agrees and accepts that Merchant Discount Rate(MDR) plus applicable taxes as
specified in the Schedule of Charges of this Agreement will be applicable for all successful transactions,
and MDR plus applicable taxes will not be refunded to the merchant in case of any refunds.
In the event of the Merchant failing to deliver Products to the Customer within the Delivery due date
or failing to refund to the Customer for the Payment Amount of the disputed transaction and the
Customer/Authorizing Bank makes a complaint to the Bank, the Bank shall intimate the same to the
Merchant. In event, the Merchant fails to fulfil its obligations, i.e. deliver the Products to the Customer
or provide the proof(s) of delivery of the Product, or give refund to the Customer, within a period of
7 Business Days, from the date the Bank notifies the Merchant, the Bank shall reverse the debit entries
in the Customer's Payment Account or process a refund to the Authorising Bank, as the case may be,
and in turn receive credit from the Merchant Nodal Account \ Current Account for the particular
Payment Amount or adjust such reversals against the Payment Amount collected from the Customers
to be credited to the nodal account \ current account of the Merchant. The Merchant shall comply
with such formalities and procedures and execute such further documents as the Bank may specify
from time to time.

Customer Disputes Redressal
The Bank shall be entitled at any time to refuse total or partial payment to the Merchant, or, if
payment has been made, to debit the Merchant's Account with such amount or to seek immediate
reimbursement from the Merchant, in any of the following situations:(a) The transaction is for any reason unlawful or a fraudulent transaction;
(b) The goods and/ or services covered by the transaction are rejected or returned or the transaction
or part thereof, is validly cancelled or terminated by a Customer or if the merchant fails to provide
at all or to the Customer's satisfaction, goods and/ or services to the Customer
(c) The Customer disputes the nature, quality or quantity of the goods and/ or services covered by
the transaction and or the transaction itself.
(d) The Customer disputes or denies the transaction or the sale or delivery of goods and/ or services
covered by the transaction within reasons;
(e) There has been a breach of these terms by the Merchant;
(f) AXIS Bank reasonably believes that the transactions are irregular;
(g) AXIS Bank is of the opinion that there are suspicious circumstances surrounding the transaction;
(h) AXIS Bank is of the opinion that the submission is out of the normal pattern;
(i) Any other event or circumstance which AXIS bank shall from time to time notify to the Merchant
to have occurred at the date of the transaction;
Sharing of Information
The Bank will be entitled at any time to disclose any and all information concerning the Merchant
within the knowledge and possession of the Bank in connection with the UPI Facility provided by the
Bank, including, inter alia, information relating to the cause for termination of UPI Facility to the
Merchant to NPCI or to any statutory / regulatory authority under the requirement / compliance of
any statutory / regulatory provision or to any court under notice received. This clause will survive the
termination of UPI Facility to the Merchant.
The Bank reserves the right to verify the information provided by the Merchant at the time of applying
for UPI Facility through its own staff or third party. The Bank may thereafter seek to verify any market
information that it may receive about the Merchant's business activities/ principals behind the
business.
The Merchant will not, without the prior written consent of the Bank, use or disclose information
howsoever obtained and in whatever form about the business of the Bank or about the Customers
(including the transaction history) to any third party (other than to the Merchant's agents for the sole
purpose of assisting the Merchant to complete or enforce the transactions and the Merchant's
insurers and professional advisors) unless such disclosure is compelled by law.
Evidence and Documents
The Merchant agrees that the following documents would be additionally maintained for records, and
presented promptly to AXIS Bank for defending disputes/ Chargebacks /responding to Retrieval
Requests:
- Proof of delivery of goods, wherever applicable
The Merchant shall provide such reasonable assistance for the prevention and detection of fraud in
respect of any transaction/s as AXIS Bank may from time to time request.
Merchant shall ensure that adequate funds are maintained in the Merchant Account for refund
transactions and for settling any chargeback raised on Axis Bank by the Authorizing bank of the
customer.
Disclaimer of Liability

AXIS Bank does not hold out any warranty and makes no representation about the quality of the UPI
Facility. The Merchant agrees and acknowledges that AXIS Bank shall not be liable and shall in no way
be held responsible for any damages whatsoever for any transaction processed by AXIS Bank,
character or nature whatsoever and whether sustained by the Merchant or by any other person. Axis
Bank (including its affiliates, directors, officers and/or agents) shall not be liable for any unauthorized
the use of UPI Facility. Axis Bank shall under no circumstance be held liable to the Merchant if UPI
Facility access is not available in the desired manner for reasons including but not limited to natural
calamities, legal restraints, faults in the telecommunication network or network failure, or any other
reason beyond the control of Axis Bank. Illegal or improper use of the UPI Facility shall render the
Merchant liable for payment of financial charges (to be decided by AXIS Bank) or may result in
suspension of the UPI Facility to the Merchant. All the records of AXIS Bank generated by the
transactions arising out of the use of the UPI Facility, including the time the transaction is recorded
shall be conclusive proof of the genuineness and accuracy of the transaction. AXIS Bank expressly
disclaims all warranties of any kind, whether express or implied or statutory, including, but not limited
to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, data accuracy and
completeness, and any warranties relating to non-infringement in the UPI Facility offered to the
Merchant. AXIS Bank disclaims all warranties, express or implied, written or oral, including but not
limited to warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The Merchant
acknowledges that the Facility may not be uninterrupted or error free and agrees not to claim any
dispute on AXIS Bank.
Indemnity
The Merchant shall indemnify and keep harmless and indemnified AXIS Bank, its affiliates, subsidiaries,
successors, assigns for any claims, demands, actions, suits, proceedings, liabilities, losses, expenses,
costs, penalty, legal fees or damages of any kind, including attorney's fees and costs of litigation,
arising from claims of a third party (including claims, assertions and investigations of a governmental
agency, NPCI), which claims arise in whole or part from, and/ or asserted against the Bank on account
of:
a) any acts or commissions or omissions by the Merchant in connection with the sale of
Products/ Services (by the Merchant) and/or providing the UPI Facility;
b) any act or commission or omission on the part of Merchant in the performance of terms and
conditions.
c) the negligence or wilful misconduct of Merchant or its employees or agents;
d) a breach of an obligation of Merchant to AXIS Bank under these terms; or
e) any loss, penalty or liability, etc. arising to AXIS Bank from the Merchant's use of the Facility.
f) any disputes raised by the customer or authorizing bank or third party on products or services
or transactions and/or and any litigation, suit or complaint filed for any reason whatsoever.
g)
transaction initiated/authorized by the Customer.
AXIS Bank will be entitled to have full conduct of all proceedings and negotiations relating to any such
claim and in its discretion to accept, dispute, compromise or otherwise deal with the same and shall
be under no liability in respect thereof to the Merchant and the Merchant will provide any assistance
in connection with any such claim that the Bank may require.
Notwithstanding whatever is mentioned herein the merchant agrees that pursuant to any disputes or
claim if AXIS Bank is made to refund the amount being the transaction effected by the merchant and
the customer, AXIS bank shall, at its sole discretion, have the authority and be entitled to debit from
Merchant Account and or claim the said amount from the merchant pending any disputes. In such an
event the merchant shall forthwith pay the amount without any dispute and/or demur.

Acceptance of Charges with Recourse
The Merchant agrees that payment made in respect of which the Authorizing Bank raises a claim on
AXIS Bank shall be the financial responsibility of the Merchant. The Merchant agrees to the nonpayment in respect of such Order or the charging back of such uncollectable charge as the case may
be without any demur or protest. The Merchant hereby authorises AXIS Bank to debit the Merchant's
bank account to the extent of the aforesaid uncollectable amounts and any other moneys due for any
reason to the Bank by the Merchant, or deduct the same from amounts payable to the Merchant
Assignment
The UPI Facility provided to the Merchant is not assignable but in case of the Merchant being an
individual or individuals the obligations, liabilities and responsibilities herein shall bind his or their
respective estates. However, AXIS Bank is entitled at any time to assign its rights and obligations herein
or any of them in favour of any subsidiary or associated company of the AXIS Bank or of AXIS Bank's
holding company or any other Bank or other company and to sub-contract or appoint any agent or
agents to carry out any of the AXIS Bank's obligations herein.
Termination
Merchant may terminate the UPI Facility at any time by giving a prior written notice of at least 30 days
to Axis Bank. However AXIS Bank may withdraw or terminate the UPI Facility at any time either entirely
or with reference to a specific UPI Facility without assigning any reasons whatsoever. AXIS Bank may
also suspend or terminate the UPI Facility without prior notice if the Merchant has breached any of
these Terms. In the event of a breach by the Merchant of any of these terms, AXIS Bank is authorized
to debit the Merchant's Account or deduct from the deposit any refund claimed in the event that there
is insufficient funds available therein to claim from the Merchant. Any termination shall not affect any
liabilities incurred by the Merchant prior to the termination and any provision expressed to survive or
to be effective on termination shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding termination.
The Merchant shall keep complete and accurate books, records and information of all the
transactions, transaction amount, evidence and documents in terms of these Terms in a manner
satisfactory to Axis Bank and the Merchant agrees to keep all such records for a minimum period of 5
years or such longer period as may be notified to it from time to time or as required under any
Applicable Law / Regulations governing the UPI Facility or Axis Bank. .
The Merchant unequivocally agrees that in case of Axis Bank, its auditors (both internal and external),
RBI/ Regulator/NPCI, or any other person so authorised by the Regulator wants to have access and
inspection and conduct audit of the records of transactions, and other necessary information relating
to this UPI Facility / transactions / services, in such an event, the Merchant shall, without demur within
a reasonable time from the notice period, allow such uninterrupted inspection, examination and audit
of records and shall co-operate and shall provide all assistance to the Regulator or its authorised
person. Failure to do so on the part of the Merchant shall tantamount to breach of the terms of these
Terms by Merchant and thereby the same shall be liable to be terminated by Axis Bank forthwith at
the sole discretion of Axis Bank, without assigning any further reason whatsoever.
General Conditions
The laws of India shall govern these Terms and/or the operations in the Account(s) maintained with
AXIS Bank. Any legal action or proceedings arising out of these Terms shall be brought in the courts or
tribunals at Mumbai in India. AXIS Bank has the absolute discretion to amend or supplement any of
the Terms as stated herein at any time and will endeavour to give prior notice of fifteen days for such
changes wherever feasible. By using the UPI Facilities, the Merchant shall be deemed to have accepted
the changed terms and conditions. AXIS Bank shall have the right of set-off and lien, irrespective of
any other lien or charge, present as well as future on the deposits held in the Account(s) to the extent

of all outstanding dues, whatsoever, arising as a result of the UPI Facility extended to and/or used by
the Merchant.

Process Flow
1.
2.

Axis Bank shall provide its collection services through any of its Branches spread across India and/or
through its online platform.
Axis Bank shall enforce its own security policies for authentication of Bank user and authorization of
In case
of Corporate Internet Banking interface, the initia
Internet Banking credentials and complete the transaction. The transaction will get accepted and a
(Clie
transaction.

3.
4.

5.

Collecting Bank Interface.
The payment request receiv
provided by the Client shall be collected and routed to the relevant bank user to enable acceptance
of the collection proceeds amount from them and generate acknowledgement for the same.
Upo
acknowledgement would be generated and handed over to them by Axis Bank and the Client shall be
provided with MIS containing details of all information flow exchanges for the provision and use of
the services offered by Axis Bank.

Rights and Obligation of Client
a)

b)
c)

d)

e)
f)

By registering for Biller(s) through the Easy Pay Service, the Client authorises Axis Bank to debit the
y agreed days prior to actual bill due date
of the respective Bill/s.
The Client agrees and undertakes that registration for the Easy Pay Service is not immediate and the
time taken for registration varies from Biller to Biller.
The Client can delete any Biller from the Easy Pay Service or deregister to the Easy Pay Service by
providing written instruction to Axis Bank. The instruction would be effected within mutually agreed
timeframes.
To cancel existing auto debit instruction, Client has to provide a cancellation request before mutually
agreed cut-off date. Any other payments scheduled post receiving this cancellation request would be
acted upon as per the original instruction.
The Client educates its Customers on payment/collection being done at Axis Bank.
To provide appropriate information, support and share database on a monthly basis. This data will
consist of only those records for which Axis Bank will collect payments for that month. This data to be
provided by at least a day before the month ends so that the same can be timely uploaded in the
Customer Interface.

g)

To define to Axis Bank the basic information about the payment request that has to be obtained from
the
so as to enable the Client to identify the Customer(s) making the payment
using the Collecting Bank Interface

h)

i)

j)

posted to their account, correctly, accurately and in a timely manner, consistent at all times with atleast the same standard of service that the Client normally provides to its Customers.
To furnish to Axis Bank confirmation of the payments received from Axis Bank including the
confirmation of a reconciled position of the payments received in such format and at such intervals as
may be mutually agreed to between the Parties, so that there is at least one such confirmation every
month.
To promptly refund to Axis Bank, any excess payment or incorrect/wrong credit received by it, within
three (3) working days of receipt of intimation of the same by Axis Bank.

k)

l)

dispute in respect of the payments made by them through Axis Bank and for providing information
relating to use of th
The Services shall be provided by the Client to its customers in accordance with the provisions of all
applicable Laws as may be in force from time to time. It shall be the sole responsibility of Client to
determine and act upon the relevant provisions of all applicable Laws in terms of the offer of the
services contemplated under this Agreement and no liability shall accrue to Axis Bank for any failure
on part of the Client in this regard.

Rights and Obligation of Axis Bank
a)
b)

c)
d)

e)

f)

g)

Availing of Easy Pay Service by the Client shall be subject to successful registration of the Biller with
Axis Bank. Axis Bank shall have sole discretion to accept or reject registration of a particular Biller.
In case of an existing registered auto debit facility with Axis Bank, Axis Bank shall not be responsible
to initiate any refunds on account of any duplicate payments made by the Client via other alternate
channels.
Axis Bank shall not be responsible for any delays in payment notification on account of incorrect email IDs.
Axis Bank shall not be responsible for any delays made by the Billers on account of any
errors/omissions on the part of Billers in validation or crediting the Client's bill a
account. The Client shall have to raise any disputes in this regard with the concerned Biller only.
In respect of the collecting bank interface, Axis Bank shall have the right to refuse provision of or
terminate the service in respect of any individual/entity, for reasons, including but not limited to the
individual/entity being implicated of malicious disruptions or damages (whether direct or indirect) to
any aspect of the service.
Axis Bank will open an internal routing account for the Client specifically for this Service, where the
amounts collected throughout the country will be directly credited and consolidated. The total clear
10.30 a.m. on the next working day, with matching MIS.
The provision of the services by Axis Bank may be subject to any transaction limits that may be
imposed in respect of the per transaction financial limits or upon the number of transactions that may
be processed through the service or the number of transactions which may be charged on an

h)

individual account during any time period. These are essentially risk management practices that may
be instituted to protect against any misuse of the services or of customer bank accounts.
Axis Bank or its agents shall not be liable if they are unable to effect any instructions to auto debit the
registered bank account and pay (Payment Instruction) on the date of account being debited (Payment
Date) and/or the due date mentioned on the bill (Due Date) due to any one or more of the following
circumstances:
i.
ii.
Refusal to receive the payment for any reason whatsoever.

Miscellaneous
Axis Bank shall not be responsible if the Payment instructions are not effected for reasons not directly
attributable to Axis Bank or its Agents, nor for any claim for indirect, consequential or punitive damages or
for loss of profit. Refunds for rejected payments processed by Axis Bank under the Easypay Service will be
c
from the date of debit.

COLLECTION SERVICES - Cash/Cheque Pick-up and Deposit Annexure
Scope
The Bank has at the request of the Client agreed to provide services of Service Provider for picking up
will engage the services of Cash in Transit (CIT) agency for the purpose of Cash and a courier company for
the purpose of Cheque Pick-up (hereinafter known as Service Provider) at the door-step of the Client.
Process Flow
Cash Pick-up
1. The process of Cash pick-ups in Sealed Bags shall be applicable for cash above Rs. 10 lakhs.
2. Customer shall merge all the cash (denomination wise) into bundles and prepare the summary slip for
entire cash to be picked up. Cash Service Provider shall count only number of bundles and balance
loose cash.
3. Customer shall mention the seal number on Summary / Deposit Slip. All the deposit slips shall be
attached to Summary.
4. Cash Service Provider shall pick-up the sealed cash bag along with 3 copies of summary slip and 3
copies of quadruplicate Axis Cash deposit slip. Cash Service Provider shall hand over 1 deposit slip back
to the client with CMS acknowledgement.
5. Cash Service Provider shall issue the Cash Receipt by exchanging the Hidden Code Identification (HCI)
slips.
Same Day Cash Deposit
1. Cash Service Provider shall deposit on the same day, the sealed cash bags along with summary slip
and all copies of quadruplicate Cash deposit slip at CMS Branch / Currency Chest/ Bulk Cash Counters.
2. The opening of sealed cash bags and entire cash verification process shall be done under continuous
video recording.

3. After verification, Bank officials shall acknowledge the quadruplicate deposit slips.
4. The discrepancies, if any, as video recorded, shall also be noted on all the copies of deposit slip for
intimation to the customer.
5. The video clippings of cash discrepancy / fake notes identified during the cash verification process
shall be made available for justifying to the customer.
6. Bank shall retain the one copy of deposit slip & hand over the remaining one acknowledged copy to
Cash Service Provider.
7. Cash Service Provider shall handover one copy duly acknowledged by bank to customer on day 2. (Day1 being the day of pick-up)
Note: Shortages / fake notes in the sealed bag will be the responsibility of Customer
Over-night Vaulting Process (Metros and Mini Metros)
1. Cash Service Provider shall send the EOD MIS signed by authorized signatories to Axis Bank CMS
branches by e-mail/fax/scan between 4.30 to 7.00 pm.
2. Bank shall pass on the credit to the customer on the basis of e-Mail / Fax by 04:30 to 07.00pm hrs.
3. Cash Bags shall be vaulted at Cash Service Provider premises.
4. The opening of sealed cash bags and cash verification shall be done under continuous video recording
by Cash Service Provider at their premises.
5. After cash verification, Cash Service Provider shall acknowledge their Cash Receipt.
6. The discrepancies, if any, as video recorded, shall also be noted on all the copies of deposit slip for
intimation to the customer. The discrepancies, if any, shall be taken up with the client under intimation
to the Bank.
7. The video clippings of cash discrepancy / fake notes identified during the cash verification process
shall be made available & binding on to the customer.
8.
epant amount as intimated by the Cash Service
Provider.
9. All cash shall be merged & deposited to CMS Branch / Currency Chest/ Bulk Cash Counters the next
day (Day-2) itself.
10. Bank official shall verify the entire cash deposited & acknowledge the deposit slips.
11. Bank shall retain the one copy of deposit slip & hand over the remaining one acknowledged copy to
Cash Service Provider.
12. Cash Service Provider shall handover one copy duly acknowledged by bank to customer on Day 3. (Day
1 being the day of pick-up)
Note: Shortages / fake notes in the sealed bag will be the responsibility of Customer (if proved) / Cash
Service Provider (if not proved)
Cheque Pick-up
1. The Service Provider will pick up drafts / cheques only if they are accompanied by CMS Deposit slips
properly completed with all details.
2.
(excluding Sunday and holidays). Requests received after the cut off time will be processed on the
following working days.
3. In the case of cheque pickprocessed and verified by the bank which may be on the same day or on the following day depending
e.

Rights and Obligation of Client
a)

b)

c)

d)

The Bank acknowledged deposit slip will be delivered at the office address as designated by the Client.
This acknowledgement will tantamount to full and final discharge of the collection made by the bank
from the customer. The Client understands and accepts the probability of bad delivery i.e. when the
deposit slips are not signed by Authorised person, or Authorised person is not available at the time
the Service provider representative reaches the place, cheque no. is different
The company undertakes to inform the Bank of any change in the name(s) of persons authorized to
deal with the service provider, failing which the Bank has the absolute right to allow or disallow the
requests for Cash/Cheque/ DD/PO PICK-UP. The deposit slip should be signed by officials authorized
by the Client.
The customer shall ensure that the bundles banded and held together by a slip of paper (company
label) with the tamperproof seal on the top of the label. The label should bear the name of the Client
and signature of the authorized staff of the Client who need not necessarily be the authorized
signatory to the account with the Bank. Bundles and loose notes not exceeding 100 loose notes will
be counted by the Service Provider at the customers
The Client agrees to reimburse additional cash / cheque pick-up cost if incurred by the bank due to
pick-up beyond municipal city limits.

Rights and Obligation of Axis Bank
a)
b)

c)

d)

e)

The Bank shall not be liable for any act or omission on the part of the Service Provider and their nonperformance and the Service Provider so appointed will for all purposes be the agent of the Client.
For daily pick-up of cash/cheque security measures will be advised separately to the client by the
Service Provider agency. The Client shall identify the Service Provider agency personnel by such
security or identification procedure. The Bank shall not be responsible and/or liable in case the
customer had delivered the cash without adhering to the advised security measures to the Service
Provider personnel and consequential losses, if any, thereof.
In the event of cash shortage or loss of entire cash due to any theft, robbery in transit or such other
unforeseen circumstances before the same is deposited with the Bank, Bank shall not be liable to pay
interest on such amount for any delay in crediting the amount to the customer's account.
-up of those currency note(s) which
are not bundled and/or does not bear th
concerned employee who has counted and verified the cash and made the bundles
Requests for picking up of foreign exchange cash will not be affected through this service.

COLLECTION SERVICES - Cash Deposit Machine Annexure
Scope
The Bank has at the request of the Client agreed to provide the Client services of Cash Deposit Machine
which can be located at
for depositing the cash (in INR Currency Only)
services of Cash in Transit (CIT) agency for the purpose of Cash Pick-up from the Cash Deposit Machines

(hereinafter known as Service Provider). The Bank will provide the facility of depositing CMS cash in the
various designated Axis Bank Cash Deposit Machines (CDM) with the Bank for the purpose of the services
availed by the Client. Client can either select smartcard based cash deposit solution
or a ardless Solution
validated by the Client database which will
be available to the Client or its authorised representative for cash deposit on a 24 hour basis. Both Solutions
will facilitate the cash deposition made into the machine and would capture specific customer information
pertaining to the transaction.
Process Flow
Smart Card Solution
1. The Client or its authorised representative
will insert the Smart Card in the Cash Deposit
Machine & enter the pin.
2. Once the Cash Deposit slot opens the User will place the INR currency cash into it.
3. The Cash Deposit Machine will count and verify the same and will display the deposit related
information like amount with denomination and return faulty cash, if any.
4. The User has to confirm the same on the Cash Deposit Machine.
5. An acknowledgement slip will be generated from the machine confirming the acceptance of cash.
Cardless Solution
1. The Client through its authorized representatives may use the Cardless Deposit >> Corporate Payment
option on the cash deposit machine
2. The U
bank Collection systems) and the U
that is set-up based on the database
shared by the Client.
3. The machine will validate the information and display the same on the screen, the User should check
the same and press the deposit button to proceed with the deposition.
4. Once the Cash Deposit slot opens the user will place the INR currency cash into it.
5. The Cash Deposit Machine will count and verify the same and will display the deposit related
information like amount with denomination and return faulty cash, if any.
6. The User has to confirm the same on the Cash Deposit Machine.
7. An acknowledgement slip will be generated from the machine confirming the acceptance of cash.
Credit of Cash in the
Account
Option1 Instant Credit into operative account.
1. The cash deposits effects shall be instantly credited to the operative account of the customer even on
holidays.
2. Remittances of cash to
operative account shall be undertaken by the Bank on immediate basis
and the same shall be available online after pooling of funds immediately for utilization.
3. The Bank is hereby authorized to make any debit transactions for inappropriate credits to the
account.
Option2

1. The cash deposits effects till evening 6.00 pm (as per bank set cut off) shall be effected the same day
and the credit to the Client will be based on the agreed day arrangement made with the Client as per
the terms of the product.
2. All entries made post the above cut off time shall be effected on the next working day and accordingly
would be credited to the Client
lient.
3. In the event the cash deposit made fall on the holiday or banks are closed for working, the CDM shall
accept the cash that is deposited by the depositor however credit will be effected on the next working
day as per the day arrangement with the Client.
Rights and Obligation of Client
a)

b)

c)

d)
e)

f)
g)

The Client will share its database like stores/shops/representatives/agents against whom either Smart
Card will be issued or validation will be done by the Bank based on the type of Solution opted by the
Client.
Any addition/deletion in the database or additional Smart Card request, has to be raised by the Client
with the Bank by way of email from the authorized email id. Client shall be at all times liable to
immediately inform the Bank, in writing, in case any Smart Card or User id (as the case may be) is
required to be disabled, for any reason whatsoever.
In case of Smart Card Solution, each shop/store code /local division of Client will be issued a single
card by Axis Bank. The Customer shall be solely liable to internally distribute the Smart Card issued
by Axis Bank for deposition of cash to their respective divisions/stores/local offices.
All the deliverables would be sent to the
with Axis Bank.
For Smart Card Solution, each Card will be issued a sealed envelope containing a four digit number
called Personal Identification number (PIN) to gain access to the CDM services. This number can be
changed to any other convenient four digit number by the User, at the CDM. Client and its Users
understand and agree that the PIN shall under no circumstances be revealed to any third party. The
Client/User shall be solely responsible for the consequences arising out of the disclosure of his PIN
and/or unauthorised use of Smart Card and shall be liable for any increased liability which it may incur
on account of unauthorised use of the PIN and Smart Card. If the Client/User forgets the PIN, he/she
should make an application in writing for a fresh PIN. The selection of a new Personal Identification
Number and/or the replacement of Smart Card shall not be construed as the commencement of a new
contract. Client can surrender the Smart Card at any time by returning to Axis Bank the Smart Card,
cut in 4 pieces through the magnetic stripe with a written request to terminate all facilities and
benefits here
payment of all amounts outstanding in respect of the Card / Account(s).
In the event of the smart card being lost / damaged the Client should inform Axis Bank about the
status of the Smart Card and provide a fresh request for issuance of a new card.
If the Cash is stuck while deposition, the dispute will be raised immediately by Client with Axis Bank.
For any disputes, Customer can raise the query with Customer Care team with the below details:
Card Number
Date of Deposit
CDM/Recycler Machine id
Amount
Account Number

Account Name
Remarks
The disputes, successfully raised with the Bank will be cleared within 2 working days, i.e; Credit for the
h)

i)

ensure to maintain such security and maintenance guidelines, as prescribed by the Bank from time to
time.
The acknowledgement slip generated by CDM will tantamount to full and final discharge of the
collection made by Axis Bank from the Client. However, the same shall not amount to final amount

Rights and Obligation of Axis Bank
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)

This facility may be discontinued or terminated by Axis Bank at its sole discretion at any time, without
prior notice to the Client.
This facility shall offered by Axis Bank subject to the applicable law and regulatory guidelines /
regulations issued from time to time.
The Bank reserves the right to change the operating procedures and any of the terms and condition
of the service at its sole discretion without assigning any reason or prior notice to the Client.
Credit for fake notes identified by the CDM/Service Provider/Axis Bank will not be passed on to the
and if credit has already been passed Bank is hereby authorised to debit the account
with such amount for which fake notes have been identified.
Axis Bank shall send [daily/weekly/fortnightly/monthly] MIS report to the Client via e-mail on the
registered e-mail address of the Client with the Bank, which shall be the final report of the amounts
credited in the operative account of the Client.

COLLECTION SERVICES - Power e-Coll Annexure
Scope
Axis Bank shall provide such services as are contemplated

Customer(s) will send the transaction with specific codes in Beneficiary account number columns. The
Client shall provide the relevant information/data against which Axis Bank will collect the Payments and
on successful completion of the payment transaction will inform the Client and give matching credit to the
either in cash/Axis Bank cheque/clearing instrument/NEFT/RTGS or through any other mode as mutually
agreed upon by the Client and Axis Bank from time to time.
Process Flow
1.

To enable the rendering of the services under this Agreement, Axis Bank would validate transactions
collecting bank

2.

interface for the Client customer, collect cash/cheque and accept NEFT / RTGS inward for the invoiced
amount and generate acknowledgement for the same, and provide MIS for all information flow
exchanges for the provision and use of the ser
between Axis Bank and the Client through exchange of letters to the said effect.
Axis Bank shall remove the database shared for collections in a particular month from the live area
after completion of the pertinent month and move only such records to storage area for which
transactions have been initiated by the Axis Bank users.

3.
country, Axis Bank shall enforce its own security policies for Authentication of Bank User and
4.
5.

6.

Interface, in the manner and format mutually agreed upon between Client and Axis Bank
The payment information received from Client based on the payment request shall be processed and
routed to the relevant bank user to enable acceptance of the payments from Client customer and
generate receipt for the same.
Upon acceptance of the payments from Client customer, an acknowledgement would be generated
(in a format designed by Client) and handed over to the Client customer.

Rights and Obligation of Client
a)
b)
c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

To send pay-in-slips with the payment due notice to its customer and educate them to present
/enclose the same to Axis Bank for making payment.
To inform the corporate customers with the UTR number and beneficiary account details to be
mentioned while sending the NEFT /RTGS transactions to Axis Bank for making payments.
To provide appropriate information, support and share database on a monthly basis. This data will
consist of only those records for which Axis Bank will collect payment for that month. This data to be
provided by the Client at least a working day before the month ends so that the same can be timely
uploaded in the Customer Interface.
To define to Axis Bank the basic information about the payment request that has to be obtained from
Customer(s) so as to enable the Client to identify the customer(s) making the payment
using the Collecting Bank Interface.
To ensure that the payment request/confirmation provided by Axis Bank to the Client is posted to the
account, correctly, accurately and in a timely manner, consistent at all times with
at-least the same standard of service that the Client normally provides to its customers.
To furnish to Axis Bank confirmation of the payments received from Axis Bank including the
confirmation of a reconciled position of the payments received in such format and at such intervals as
may be mutually agreed to between the Parties, so that there is at least one such confirmation every
month.
To promptly refund to Axis Bank, any excess payment or incorrect/wrong credit received by it, within
three (3) working days of receipt of intimation of the same by Axis Bank.

h)
/ dispute in respect of the payments made by them through Axis Bank and for providing information
i)

The Services shall be provided by the Client to its customers in accordance with the provisions of all
applicable Laws as may be in force from time to time. It shall be the sole responsibility of the Client

to determine and act upon the relevant provisions of all applicable Laws in terms of the offer of the
services contemplated under this Agreement and no liability shall accrue to Axis Bank for any failure
on part of the Client in this regard.
Rights and Obligation of Axis Bank
a)

As part of this service, Axis Bank shall be responsible for accepting data from Client on a monthly basis
and be responsible for the operational and transactional reconciliation activities in that regard. Axis
Bank is permitted to utilize the data provided by Client for the limited purposes of this Agreement and
shall not disclose the same to any third parties or utilize the same for any other purpose whatsoever

b)

Payment Information: To co-ordinate with various branches of Axis Bank and to provide to Client, in
such format and at such intervals as may be mutually agreed to between Client and Axis Bank, the
relevant details relating to the payments received or to the failed transactions in respect of the Client
Customer(s).
Remittance of Monies: To co-ordinate with Client in respect of the remittance(s) to Client of the
monies collected at various Axis Bank branches on account of the payments of the Client Customer(s).
The monies will be remitted
Transaction Limits: The provision of the services by Axis Bank may be subject to any transaction limits
that may be imposed by Client, in respect of the per transaction financial limits or upon the number
of transactions that may be processed through the service or the number of transactions which may
be charged on an individual account during any time period. These are essentially risk management
practices that may be instituted to protect against any misuse of the services or of customer bank
accounts.
Customer Care: To provide appropriate customer care procedures relating to the use of the Collecting
ay make a reference
to Axis Bank for investigating and clarifying about the status of payment, made through the collecting

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

bank interface, Axis Bank shall have the right to refuse provision of or terminate the service in respect
of any individual/entity, for reasons, including but not limited to the individual/entity being implicated
of malicious disruptions or damages (whether direct or indirect) to any aspect of the service.
Transfer of Funds: Axis Bank will open an internal routing account for Client specifically for this Service,
where the payments collected throughout the country will be directly credited and consolidated. The
total clear amount available
account as notified by Client by 10.30 a.m. on the next working day, with matching MIS.
Acknowledgement
will generate an acknowledgement based on the information available in the payment invoice
received from Client. The format of the acknowledgement would be designed by Client. In case of
improper generation of receipt or mutilation of receipt or non-printing of receipt, Axis Bank will have
the authority to be re-generating the same with due authentication and authorizations.
For Drop Box Collections: Axis Bank shall every day except on Sunday and Bank holidays applicable to
Axis Bank, engage its personnel for clearing the drop boxes and processing the cheques through the
Customer Interface software for the purpose of providing the services as determined within the scope
of work as aforesaid. The returned instruments and the discrepant cheques will be sent directly to
the designated Client office with a central report being given to Client.

i)

For NEFT / RTGS inward Collections: Axis Bank shall accept all the NEFT / RTGS inward transactions
received with the specified codes (as informed to the Client) from the Client customers and process
the credits through customer interface software for the purpose of providing the services as
determined within the scope of work as aforesaid. The NEFT / RTGS inward transactions as received
with incomplete details will be rejected and returned to the senders banks for onward credit to the
originators of the transactions. While validating the Collection of amounts through NEFT /RTGS it will
be sole discretion of Axis Bank to except or reject the NEFT / RTGS for amount in case the information
provided is not matching with the master data provided by the Client. Bank will not be held liable for
any such rejections and all the queries / complaints pertaining to the said rejections will be handled
by the Client.

COLLECTION SERVICES - NACH Debit Annexure
Scope
Axis Bank hereby agrees to provide to the Client the services as a Sponsor Bank for processing various
collections through National Automated Clearing House.
able to make payments to various AMCs/institutions/entities, by setting up instructions authorising debit
to their accounts for payments to be made by them to such AMCs/institution/entities. The Client needs to
route/process these transactions through Axis Bank that is designated as its Sponsor Bank for such
transaction processing activity.
Process Flow
1.
2.
3.

through NACH Debit based on the information provided by the Client.
The second leg shall involve Axis Bank remitting / crediting the monies so collected as per the process
agreed with the Client.
Axis Bank acts as a Sponsor Bank for the Client and handles the processing of these transactions
through National Automated Clearing House (NACH).

Rights and Obligation of Client
a)

b)
c)
d)

e)

to the bank with due listing sufficiently in advance as mutually agreed from time to time. The
mandates have to be necessarily as per the format prescribed by NPCI.
Only those record files will be sent for processing for which the Client holds the valid mandates.
The Client will produce m
bank.
To furnish or cause to be furnished the data to the Bank in the format prescribed for NACH Debit or in
such other format as may be mutually agreed between the Parties, which information shall be
provided at such intervals as may be mutually agreed to between the parties.
To assist the Bank in the resolution of any queries received by the Bank in respect of the transactions
processed through the Service

f)
g)
h)
i)

To ensure due confidentiality, while in its possession, of the customer information received by it for
processing of the instructions.
To ensure reasonable level of customer service and support to registered users of the payments
service.
Client undertakes that they do not follow practice of printing of mandates through virtual signature
from customers i.e. signing is done using mobile/handheld devices.
Client undertakes that they do not do multiple transactions for a mandate issued with monthly
frequency.

Rights and Obligation of Axis Bank
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

To receive the mandates from the Client and send to lodge the mandates for registration on NACH
platform.
NACH Mandate registration is subject to successful registration by destination bank, in the event of
transaction being rejected by destination bank on account of mandate non-availability/invalid
mandate or any other reason whatsoever, Axis Bank should not be held liable.
To follow the NACH guidelines and subsequent changes to it, changes in interacting with RBI/Local
Clearing House for the preparation, submission and transfer of data to / from them.
To accept the transaction file presented by the Client centrally at and then duly process the same for
debit to the respective customer accounts.
To provide to the Client the data and information received back from the NACH
To remit / credit the monies so collected through the operation of the Debit services in the manner as
agreed to between the Bank and the Client.
To make available reasonable infrastructure and people at designated centres for providing the said
services

COLLECTION SERVICES - Direct Debit Annexure
Scope
Under the Direct Debit service Axis Bank agrees to provide the Client the ability to directly debit the
accounts of Common Customers (customers/clients/dealers of the Company who are pre-existing
current/savings account holders of Axis Bank or who have opened a current/savings account with Axis Bank
withdraw amount through any mode from their
account subject to a daily/weekly/monthly/yearly limit
Corporate IConnect TM against debit authorities. It is expressly understood by both the Parties that the
facility is meant as an online payment platform only. The Bank shall only credit the Client account and
provide necessary MIS to the Client and the actual determination of the finality of the delivery of
service/product shall be made by the Client and intimated accordingly to the Common Customers.

Process Flow
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

submit it to the designated branch of the bank. The designated branch of the bank will acknowledge
the receipt of the mandates subject to the final authorization of HUB.
Axis Bank HUB on receipt of the debit authorities will check the account number, name, signature and
mode of operation and if everything is in order will successfully verify the mandates. The rejected
mandates along with MIS will be send back to the designated bank branch to be handed over to the
client.
The HUB will send the account numbers with the maximum limit for the valid mandates to IBRM for
linking to the Corporate ID in Corporate IConnect of the Client. Client can view the account numbers
that have been linked to corporate account from which money has to be debited.
The Client can upload a file consisting of the account number and name against which it wants to pull
funds. Upon upload the system checks with the debit mandate registered and if it is proper, will
generate a success and unsuccessful file.
The corporate can then view the successful and unsuccessful records with corresponding reasons.
The Common Customer has to request the Client for subsequent deletion/stop payment and the Client
has to forward these request to the Bank for necessary mark off.

Rights and Obligation of Client
a)

Upon execution of this Agreement, the Client shall open the Credit Account with the Bank for which
Axis Bank shall provide a login id and password
Client agrees to comply at all times with the terms and conditions applicable to the use of the

b)

The Client will ensure that the direct debit file uploaded into the online portal on a daily basis would
only comprise of the records, which have been validated by the bank with respect to the Common
Customer account name and number. It will be the responsibility of the Client that in case of any new
records added under the direct debit arrangement, the client would first forward the new additional
debit authority to be validated before they form a part of the daily direct debit file.
The Client shall deliver the Products to the concerned Common Customers on receipt of payment from
Axis Bank within an agreed upon period of days or any date specified and/or accepted by the Common
Customer, while signing the Debit Authority. In cases of delays in deliveries due to unforeseen reasons,
the Client shall inform the Common Customers of the delay.
In cases where Common Customers cancel their Orders due to delays in delivery or in cases of
excess/wrong debits or for any other reason, the Client shall either credit the destination accounts
through fund transfer facility available in the online portal or provide a report, in a format provided
by Axis Bank to reverse the entries. It is expressly understood that Axis Bank shall have no liability to
pay any interest, compensation, cost or damages for any such transactions, which will result in
crediting back the amount to the Common Customers.
The Client agrees to keep sufficient balance at all times in the Credit Account to enable the Bank to
debit the Credit Account in terms of clause 4.1 (d) hereinabove.
The Client agrees to handle all customer queries in relation to delivery of any of the Products/Services
offered by it for which an amount has been debited by it from the designated accounts.

c)

d)

e)
f)

Rights and Obligation of Axis Bank
a)
b)

c)

Axis Bank shall provide the Facility in the manner agreed to between the Parties and shall ensure to
make the Facility available to the Common Customers at all times.
Axis Bank shall verify the debit authority mandates of the common customers submitted by the client.
The mandates will be verified as regards account number, name and the mode of operation along with
the signature. For the mandates that are rejected the same would be returned to the client with the
relevant reasons.
Upon uploading the direct debit file in pre agreed format and only upon authorization, Axis Bank shall
debit the concerned Common Customer's account subject to the daily/weekly/monthly/yearly limit set
after due validation of the Common Customer's account number. In case a common customer wants to
revoke the debit authority, the customer will approach the client and submit a request for de-linking
his/her account. On receipt of the request along with the revoke form from the Client will the Bank act
upon the same. Also if the Bank receives direct through its branches any request for de-linking of the
common customer account, the Bank will act upon the same and will send due MIS to the client as
regards de-linking.

